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 5 5.Let X, ? be an infinitely dimensional Banach space with the unit ball
w x w xB and the unit sphere S. Since the works of Kakutani 5 and Klee 6 it is
known that the Brouwer's fixed point theorem does not hold in this setting.
It means that there are continuous mappings T : B ª B such that Tx / x
for all x g B. Equivalently it means also that S is a retract of B thus there
 .exists a continuous mapping retraction R : B ª S such that Rx s x for
all x g S. Much stronger results concerning the failure of Brouwers
w xtheorem for infinitely dimensional balls have been obtained by Nowak 10 ,
w x w xBenyamini and Sternfeld 1 , and Sternfeld and Lin 9 .
 .Let, for any k G 0, L k denote the class of Lipschitz mappings with
constant k. The following two statements are equivalent and true.
 .A For any k ) 1 there exists a mapping T : B ª B such that
 . 5 5T g L k and inf x y Tx s d ) 0.x g B T
 .B There exists k ) 1 and a retraction R : B ª S belonging to
 .L k .
In connection with the above facts there are two intriguing questions of a
 .qualitative nature. How far can a mapping T : B ª B of class L k move
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all the points of B? What is a minimal value of k admitting existence of a
 .retraction R : B ª S of class L k ? The first question leads to the
definition of the minimal displacement characteristic of X,
5 5c k s sup inf x y Tx , .X
xgB
where the supremum is taken over all mappings T : B ª B belonging to
 .  .L k . The second question generates a retraction constant k X being0
the infimum of the set of all numbers k ) 1 for which there exists a
 .retraction R : B ª S belonging to L k .
 .Not much is known about both notions. The first evaluation of c k isX




has, in view of the Banach Contraction Principle, exactly one solution x .e
We get
1 1
5 5 5 5x y Tx s 1 y Tx F 1 ye e e /k q e k q e
leading, for k G 1 to
1
c k F 1 y . .X k
w xIt is known that for some spaces like c , C 0, 1 , and other ``square'' spaces0
 .the above estimate is exact. So there are spaces with c k s 1 y 1rk.X
 .On the other hand for all uniformly convex spaces X, c k - 1 y 1rk.X
 .  .1 1Also c k - 1 y 1rk while it is still unknown if c k s 1 y 1rk orl L w0, 1x
 w x.  w x.not see 4 . Since 1973 see 3 the estimate for the Hilbert space H
1 k
c k F 1 y . (H  /k k q 1
has not been improved, neither has its exactness been shown. According to
 .our knowledge the precise forms of c k are unknown for all spacesX
 .except for some where c k s 1 y 1rk.X
 .  .Concerning k X also not much is known. The exact value of k X0 0
has not been found for any space yet. The standard estimate from below is
 .  .k X G 3 for all Banach spaces and k H ) 4.5. Several examples of0 0
w xlipschitzian retractions have been constructed in 7, 8 . The best evaluation
 1w x.known is for the space of integrable functions, k L 0, 1 F 9.43. As far0
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w xas the space C 0, 1 of all continuous functions vanishing at 0 is con-0
 w x.  .cerned, k C 0, 1 F 17.38. Finally we know that k H F 64.25. The0 0 0
w x  .only general result is due to Franchetti 2 and claims that if c k s 1 yX
 .1rk then k X - 933. For a wider discussion of the topics mentioned0
w xabove we refer the reader to 4 .
Our aim in this paper is to present some simple constructions which
 .  .establish certain relations between k X and c k . As a result we0 X
obtain an estimate much stronger than that of Franchetti.
 .For any mapping T we shall denote by k T its minimal Lipschitz
constant
5 5Tx y Ty
k T s sup . .
5 5x y yx/y
Let P stand for the radial projection of X onto B,
5 5¡x for x F 1
x~Px s 5 5for x ) 1.¢5 5x
 .  .  .It is known that 1 F k P F 2 for all spaces with k H s 1 and k P - 2
 w x.for all ``uniformly non-square spaces'' see 11 . For x, y outside of the
ball B s rB we haver
x y x y k P .
5 5y s P y P F x y y . /  /5 5 5 5x y r r r
 .We shall need to know that lim c k s 1. The following simplek ª` X
construction yields even more. Let 0 - e - 1. Let R : B ª S be a lips-
chitzian retraction. Define T : B ª B bye
x¡
5 5yR for x F e /e~T x se x
5 5y for x ) e .¢ 5 5x
 .  . 5 5Thus k T F k R re and x y T x G 1 y e for all x g B. Setting k se e
 .k R re we obtain
k R .




c k G 1 y . .X k
Now we can proceed with our first construction.
5Construction 1. Take a lipschitzian mapping T : B ª B such that x y
5  . y1 .Tx G d ) 1r2 for all x g B. Obviously k T ) c 1r2 ) 2 becauseX
 w x.the function c is strictly increasing thus invertible see 4 . Consider theX
mapping A : B ª X defined by
5 5Ax s x y 1 y x Tx . .
 .  .Observe that k A F k T q 2 and that Ax s x for x g S. The mapping
A is bounded away from zero. We have
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Ax G x y 1 y x Tx G 2 x y 1 .
and
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Ax G x y Tx y x Tx G d y x
thus
5 5 5 5 5 5w x w xAx G max 2 x y 1, d y x G min max 2 t y 1, d y t
w xtg 0, 1





we obtain a retraction R : B ª S with
3k P k q 2 .  .
k R F .
2 d y 1
 .and since d can be chosen arbitrarily close to c k we obtainX
k q 2
k X F 3k P inf . .  .0
y1 2c k y 1 . .kGc 1r2 XX
 .For c k s 1 y 1rk it givesX
k k q 2 . ’k X F 3k P inf s 6k P 3 q 2 2 f k P 34.97 - 70 .  .  .  . .0 k y 2k)2
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 .which is much better than Franchetti's k X - 933. The above estimate0
is far from being sharp. The construction can be easily improved.
Construction 2. Let as before T : B ª B be a lipschitzian mapping such
5 5that x y Tx G d ) 0 for all x g B. Let us modify the definition of
A : B ª X by putting
5 5 2Ax s x y 1 y x Tx . .
For sufficiently large d, A is also bounded away from zero. More precisely,
since
5 5 5 5 5 5 2 5 5 5 5 2 5 5Ax G x y 1 y x Tx G x q x y 1 .
and
5 5 5 5 5 5 2 5 5 5 5 2Ax G x y Tx y x Tx G d y x
we have
5 5 2 2w xAx G min max t q t y 1, d y t .
w xtg 0, 1
’ . .The above minimum is taken for t s 1r4 9 q 8d y 1 is equal to
’ ’ . .  . .1r8 4d y 5 q 9 q 8d , and is positive if only d ) 1r2 3 y 5 . The
Lipschitz constant of A can be evaluated as follows.
First
2 25 5 5 5 5 5Ax y Ay s x q 1 y x Tx y y y 1 y y Ty .  .
2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F x y y q 1 y x Tx y Ty q Ty x y y .
25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F 1 q k 1 y x q x q y x y y . .
and analogously
25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Ax y Ay F 1 q k 1 y y q x q y x y y . . .
Consequently
2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Ax y Ay F 1 q k 1 y max x , y q 2 max x , y x y y . . .
1
2 5 5 5 5w xF max 1 q k y kt q 2 t x y y s 1 q k q x y y . /kw xtg 0, 1
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5 5Defining the retraction R : B ª S as before by Rx s Axr Ax we get
8k P 1 q k q 1rk .  .
k R F . ’4d y 5 q 9 q 8d
 .and since d can be arbitrarily close to c kX
8k P 1 q k q 1rk .  .
k X F .0 4c k y 5 q 9 q 8c k’ .  .X X
y1 ’ . ..for all k ) c 1r2 3 y 5 .X
 .  .In case k P s 2, c k s 1 y 1rk, a simple calculator experimentX
 .put k s 4 shows that
k X F 44.85, .0
once again much better than in the first construction.
The procedure presented in both constructions can be continued. Let
w x w x  .  .a : 0, 1 ª 0, 1 be any continuous function satisfying a 0 s 0, a 1 s 1.
We can define
5 5Ax s x y 1 y a x Tx . .
and play the same game with this mapping trying to optimize the Lipschitz
 .constant of a generated retraction selecting various functions a ? . We do
 .not expect it to lead to the exact evaluation of k X . However, our0
 . ncomputer experiments performed with functions a t s t for n F 20n
 .  .indicate that in case k P s 2, c k s 1 y 1rk we get the best resultsX
5 5for n s 4, k f 4.02. The retraction generated by A, Rx s Axr Ax has
 .  .k R - 37.74. The problem of exact evaluation of k X for at least one0
space remains open.
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